TAPR’s 1997 CD-ROM

TAPR offers its second CD-ROM!
650 Megs of Information • ISO 9660 Format

Open the file CDROM.HTM with your web browser to use the web navigation pages!

Your purchase helps support TAPR
TAPR provides this CD-ROM as a service to the amateur radio community and we hope that the data provided on this CD is of use to those who purchase it.

TAPR Software Library
45+ megs of Information and Files
• BBS
• Satellites
• Switches
• TNC
• Terminal
• TCP/IP
• Weather
• LINUX

APRS Software and Maps (PC and Mac)
138 Megs of Maps and Software
• APRS DOS Files
• APRS Mac Files
• Mac GPS
• Maps for PC
• Maps for Mac
• Maps for Win/Mac
• Movies

RealAudio Files
• Ham Radio and More
• TAPR Meetings and Seminars
• TAPR Product overviews
• Newsline 1996 Broadcasts
• Real Audio Software for various platforms

General TAPR Files and Information

Quicktime Movies
• Introduction to Packet Radio (part 1 & 2)
• DSP-93 Movies
• ST Louis Amateur Packet Radio 1982 Video
• TNC-95 Show and Tell
• APRS SPRE Movie

TAPR Mail Archives in HTML format

TAPR provides this CD-ROM data as a service to the amateur radio community. THIS MATERIAL IS PROVIDED AS-IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. TAPR is not responsible for the accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein. Opinions expressed are solely those of the authors of individual messages.